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Abstract: Assessments of the feasibility of decoupling energy consumption from economic growth

could benefit from an improved understanding of the size, nature and value of different energy

flows. This understanding may be enhanced by focusing upon so-called “useful exergy”—a

measure of both the quantity and “quality” of energy (defined here as its thermodynamic ability to

perform physical work) at the “useful” stage of the energy conversion chain. Useful exergy flows

within national economies are increasingly being quantified and their role in economic activity

explored. However, this so-called “exergy economics” field currently lacks a consistent methodology.

This paper contributes to the development of a more consistent approach. By constructing a “useful

exergy account” for the United Kingdom covering the period 1960–2012, we explore how different

methodological choices influence estimates of useful exergy for different categories of end-use

as well as estimates of total national useful exergy consumption. Specifically, we evaluate the

sensitivity of estimates to: (a) the method of estimating the exergy efficiency of different end-uses;

(b) the boundaries between end-use categories; and (c) the method of estimating the primary exergy

associated with renewable electricity. We also improve upon the current method of accounting for

industrial uses of heat. This leads to suggestions for best practice when constructing useful exergy

accounts, and the identification of areas where further methodological development is required.

Keywords: exergy; energy; economic growth; energy efficiency; decoupling

1. Introduction

There is a growing literature on the provision of “useful exergy” within society and its relationship

with economic activity. National “exergy accounting” studies have two primary advantages when

accounting for energy use at the societal level. First, exergy is a measure of the capacity of an energy

flow to perform physical work and hence may better represent the economic value of energy flows than

measures that do not adjust for energy quality [1]. Second, the energy–economy literature commonly

focuses on the “primary” or “final” stages of energy consumption [2–5], and therefore fails to capture

the significant losses in subsequent conversion stages, as well as the improvements in energy efficiency

over time. Exergy accounting attempts to estimate the size and dynamics of exergy flows along

the conversion chain, including the magnitude and location of these losses. Hence, national exergy

accounting allows for the estimation of the “useful exergy consumption” of a national economy.

National exergy accounting involves estimating the total useful exergy consumption within a

national economy over a given period of time, broken down into different categories of end-use, such as

lighting and space heating. There have been many iterations of the procedure by which useful exergy

outputs are estimated, and important differences remain between different studies [6]. We explore
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the importance of these methodological differences by constructing a national exergy account of the

United Kingdom for the period 1960–2012, updating the method for allocating the final exergy of

industrial heat to end-uses. We then quantify the effect of the different methodological choices on

the aggregate results, including estimates of total useful exergy consumption and national exergy

efficiency. This leads to suggestions for the most suitable methodology to use, when utilising the useful

exergy framework as a basis for examining the relationship between energy and economic growth.

Section 2 introduces important concepts relating to useful exergy and its use in economic analysis,

while Section 3 discusses the exergy accounting methodology, and the approaches adopted for the

UK. Section 4 presents the results of exergy efficiency estimation, while Section 5 discusses the

advantages and disadvantages of each approach. Section 6 concludes by making recommendations for

best practice.

2. Definitions and Concepts

Exergy is formally defined as the maximum physical work that can be extracted from a system as

it reversibly comes into equilibrium with a reference environment [7]. It is a measure of the portion of

an energy flow that can be used to perform physical work, i.e., the portion that is “useful”. Exergy

is thus a measure of both the quantity and thermodynamic quality of an energy flow. Conceptually,

exergy is similar to energy; it is measured in Joules, takes multiple forms (e.g., kinetic, electrical,

or chemical), and is converted from one form to another.

The key difference between energy and exergy measures of energy flows arises when considering

thermal energy (heat), which is of an intrinsically lower thermodynamic quality. For any given

quantity of heat, a temperature-dependent portion constitutes low-grade waste heat that cannot be

used to perform physical work; this represents a portion of an exergy flow which has been dissipated,

or “destroyed”. Exergy derives from the second law of thermodynamics, which (in one form) states

that every transformation process involves the loss of some measure of quality of the system. Energy,

on the other hand, is conserved in every transformation process and cannot be destroyed, as per the

first law of thermodynamics.

Exergy, like energy, flows through a chain of conversion processes from primary to useful stages,

as illustrated in Figure 1. Primary exergy is embodied within natural resources, and differs from its

energy equivalent by a so-called “exergy factor”, which is the ratio of exergy to energy of a given

energy carrier (and which for fossil fuels is close to unity). Sources of primary exergy are processed

and converted into more readily usable “secondary exergy” forms, such as electricity and refined

fuels [8]. In the example in Figure 1, the primary energy and exergy content of coal is converted to a

secondary form—electricity—with some low-temperature heat wasted.

Final exergy is the secondary exergy delivered to the point of retail for end-use, such as the

electrical exergy remaining once all transmission and distribution network losses are accounted for.

The last stage of exergy conversion takes place within end-use devices, such as diesel engines and

lightbulbs, in which final exergy is converted to a form which is usable in the provision of energy

services such as transport, thermal comfort or illumination. This “useful exergy” is the last stage at

which it is possible to measure exergy in units such as Joules. At this point it is no longer embodied

within an energy carrier, but rather is exchanged for energy services within a “passive system” [9],

such as a building or vehicle. Useful exergy is “held” within a passive system for a period of time

whilst providing energy services (heat within a building, momentum in a vehicle), until it is eventually

dissipated as low-temperature heat.
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Figure 1. Example of (a) energy and (b) exergy losses from the primary to useful stages of conversion 
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Figure 1. Example of (a) energy and (b) exergy losses from the primary to useful stages of conversion

in an electric space heater.

Energy efficiency is defined as the ratio of inputs and outputs of a process or system, and is used

in different ways, depending on the way in which outputs are defined and measured—these may be

in energy terms, physical terms (such as vehicle-kilometres) or economic terms [10,11]. “First-law”

energy efficiency, η, represents a simple ratio of energy inputs, Ein, to an associated useful output of

energy, Eout, such as heat or physical work:

η =

Eout

Ein
. (1)

This measure is used either to evaluate the performance of individual energy conversion processes,

or as a sectoral or national indicator of energy efficiency when energy inputs and outputs are aggregated

across sectors or a country. However, there are limitations in using first-law indicators in this

way—since heat is not comparable with other, higher quality forms of energy, the measure does

not recognise that the same useful output may be achieved with lesser inputs using a different

conversion device. For example, for a given amount of thermal energy delivered for space heating, the

use of a heat pump over an electrical space heater would require fewer units of electrical energy as an

input to obtain the level of output, despite the fact that the latter has a first-law efficiency of nearly

100%. This is illustrated in Figure 1a,b—whilst there is no energy loss between the final and useful

stages, there is significant exergy dissipation as this heat is of a low temperature. Given this, a more

accurate reflection of the performance of a conversion process relative to its theoretical maximum is
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desirable. Such a measure is embodied within “second-law efficiency”, or “exergy efficiency”, ε, which

addresses this issue by using the ratio of desired exergy output, Bout, to exergy input, Bin:

ε =

Bout

Bin
. (2)

In using exergy as a metric, the second-law efficiency indicator is bounded between 0 and 100%.

This is because the input exergy represents the theoretically maximum obtainable output. Equation (2)

can thus also be expressed as:

ε =

Theoretical minimum exergy input

Actual exergy input
. (3)

Given that exergy efficiency provides a measure of system performance relative to a theoretical

maximum, exergy lends itself to evaluation of aggregate efficiency trends [12]. In the emerging field of

“exergy economics”, research efforts have sought to use exergy rather than energy measures within the

analysis of national economies, often forming a measure of national exergy efficiency.

Whereas a great deal of research has sought to understand the relationship between primary or

final energy consumption and economic development [3,13,14] there has been relatively little focus

upon either the useful stage of energy provision [15], or exergy as a measure of “quality-weighted”

energy [1]. As opposed to primary or final energy, it is useful exergy that drives the provision of energy

services, the fulfilment of which is one of the fundamental purposes of the economy.

3. National Exergy Accounting Methodology

National exergy accounting studies have evolved from static analyses of a nation’s system

of energy provision and consumption [16–18], to time series studies focusing on either energy

transitions [19,20], national energy efficiency [12], or long-run energy-economy interactions [21].

It is possible to account for the “embodied” exergy content of any material, and a distinction is made

between studies which consider the exergy content of energy carriers alone, and the “extended exergy

accounting” method that considers energy alongside wider material resources [22]. In this paper

we focus on the former. The evolution of the methodology for accounting for these energy carriers

has been enabled by new datasets on final energy consumption and energy efficiency, as well as

developments in the accounting methodology. However, since these developments have not been

applied uniformly [6] successive research findings may not be consistent. There has to date been no

attempt to measure the quantitative effect of these different methodological approaches on model

results such as national useful exergy consumption. Furthermore, there is scope for improving some

aspects of the methodology, including the method of allocating final exergy to heating end-uses

(Table 1) as well as the method of estimating the exergy efficiency of a number of these end-uses.

In this paper we seek to address the above concerns. We construct a useful exergy account of the

United Kingdom for the period 1960–2012, and compare the results of useful exergy consumption and

national final-to-useful efficiency (i.e., the total quantity of useful exergy consumed within an economy

divided by the total amount of final exergy) when approaching different aspects of the methodology

in a number of different ways. We pay particular attention to the methods of estimating the exergy

efficiency of a number of heat and mechanical drive end-uses. Other methodological aspects examined

include the choice of final or primary exergy as the initial boundary of the model, the method of

accounting for the primary exergy content of renewable electricity, and the method of allocating the

final exergy of industrial heat to end-use categories.

Exergy accounting broadly consists of three steps: (a) converting estimates of primary and/or

final energy to exergy equivalents; (b) allocating this data to categories of useful exergy and end-uses;

and (c) applying an exergy efficiency to each category to obtain an estimate of useful exergy output.

The following sections discuss these stages in further detail as well as the specific steps taken in

carrying out this research.
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Table 1. Breakdown of end-uses, by useful exergy category and energy carrier group.

Energy Carrier Group Category of Useful Exergy End-Use

Combustible fuels

Heating

High-temperature industrial heat
Med-temperature industrial heat

Water heating
Space heating/cooking

Mechanical drive

Gasoline road vehicles
Diesel automobiles

Diesel goods vehicles
Aviation

Diesel marine transport
Diesel rail
Coal rail

Industrial static motors

Lighting Non-electric lighting

Electricity

Heating

High- temperature industrial heat
Med- temperature industrial heat

Water heating
Space heating

“Wet” appliances (e.g., dishwashing)
Cooking

Cooling
Space cooling (AC)

Refrigeration

Mechanical drive

Electric motors
Electric rail

Electric road vehicles

Lighting Electric lighting

Electronics
Consumer electronics

Computing

Food & feed Muscle work
Draught animal work

Human work

3.1. Accounting for Primary and Final Exergy

To form a national exergy account, data on final and primary energy consumption is first

converted to exergy equivalents using well-tabulated “exergy factors”, each specific to a particular

energy carrier [23]. Complete data on national energy consumption are drawn from a variety

of national or international statistical bodies. Long-run studies whose initial temporal boundary

predate 1960 use disparate sources of energy consumption data such as trade organisations, utility

companies” reports and annual government statistics [19,20]. For shorter-run accounts, including

ours, International Energy Agency (IEA) Energy Balances are currently used [12,24–26], which

begin in 1960 for Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries and

1971 for non-OECD countries. These consist of complete final and primary energy consumption

data, disaggregated by “sectors” (industry, transport, residential, commercial/public services, and

agriculture); “subsectors” of industry and transport, e.g., chemicals, paper, road, and rail; and “energy

carriers” (see Supplementary Materials S1 for full list). The Balances provide a consistent basis for

allocating final exergy to end-use categories, and for making cross-country comparisons.

A distinction can be made between accounts that are confined to the final and useful stages of

exergy provision, and those which also include the primary stage. Due largely to the significant

quantity of exergy dissipated in power generation, the choice between these initial boundaries

significantly affects measures of national-level exergy efficiency. This is shown in Figure 2; the
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difference in UK national exergy efficiency between the two indicators rises from 2.7 to 5.7 percentage

points over the period as electricity increases in its share of final exergy.

 

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%
Exergy efficiency

Primary-useful Final-useful

Figure 2. UK national-level exergy efficiency on a primary to useful, and final to useful basis. Useful

exergy outputs are estimated using base methods (see Section 3.2) and primary exergy inputs are

estimated using resource content method (see below).

There are different ways of accounting for the primary energy (and thus exergy) content of

renewable electricity [6,27,28], and no consensus on the preferred approach. For electricity from

nuclear, the heat generated to produce the electricity tends to be counted as the primary input [28],

making it roughly equivalent to fossil fuel-derived power. Three possible accounting conventions exist

for renewables, as follows:

(1) Physical content method (PCM): Primary energy (exergy) is defined as the “first energy (exergy)

form downstream for which multiple energy uses are practical” [29]. For renewables, this means

counting the energy content of electricity, which is the first form of energy which can be used in

multiple ways, as primary energy and exergy. There are some differences between organisations

which use the PCM in the method of accounting for solar thermal and geothermal electricity—the

IEA use the electricity content times 1/0.33 and 1/0.10, respectively, whilst IPCC Working Group

3 use the energy content of electricity [27]. In our analysis, we opt to use the latter convention

when investigating the PCM.

(2) Partial substitution method (PSM): Used by the US Energy Information Administration and

British Petroleum (BP), primary exergy is equal to amount of primary exergy which would be

required to generate the same amount of final exergy in a fossil fuel power plant [30]. When

investigating the PSM, we use the average efficiency and fuel mix of UK fossil fuel generation in

the relevant year to determine this equivalent quantity.

(3) Resource content method (RCM): Primary energy is equated to the energy content of the

source, as it is found in nature (such as the energy within solar radiation incident upon a

solar photovoltaic (PV) panel, or the wind energy incident upon a turbine) [19]. Primary exergy

of renewable electricity is accounted for using a series of technology-specific conversion factors,

listed in Supplementary Materials S2.
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3.2. Allocation of Final Exergy to End-Uses

Data on final exergy is allocated to end-uses, each of which exist within a category of useful

exergy (Table 1). Enabled by new allocation techniques developed by Serrenho [23], the number and

disaggregation of end-uses have developed over time. Separate approaches to allocation exist for three

classes of energy carrier: combustible fuels (secondary energy carriers derived from fossil fuels and

biomass), electricity, and food inputs to draught animal and human muscle work.

The most developed allocation method is based upon the IEA Balances [23]. For combustible fuels,

final exergy data for a given energy carrier within a given sector is allocated to a specific end-use (see

Supplementary Materials S3 for a full allocation list). This is often straightforward, e.g., gasoline use

within the “road” subsector of transport. Allocating final exergy to heating end-uses—disaggregated

into high, medium and low temperature ranges—is more challenging, particularly in the case of

industrial heat. The allocation method previously used a best estimate of heat end-uses in industry

sub-sectors [12,23]. We improve upon this using an empirically constructed heat map for European

industry [31,32], which estimates the proportion of final energy for low (<100 ◦C), medium (100–400 ◦C)

and high (>400 ◦C) temperature heat in each subsector of industry. We further subdivide the

low-temperature category into space heating and water heating (see Supplementary Materials S4

for detail). As shown in Figure 3, this has the effect of increasing the relative share of the lower

temperature categories in industrial heating final exergy.

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Final exergy of UK industrial heat from combustible fuel energy carriers, disaggregated by 
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1500

2000
Exergy (PJ)

Space heating Water heating

MT Industrial Heat HT Industrial Heat

0

500

1000

1500

2000
Exergy (PJ)

Space heating Water heating

MT Industrial Heat HT Industrial Heat

Figure 3. Final exergy of UK industrial heat from combustible fuel energy carriers, disaggregated by

end-use: (a) Using previous allocation method; (b) Using updated allocation method.

Allocating electrical final exergy to end-uses is more challenging. The highest level of electricity

disaggregation within the Balances is consumption by subsector, e.g., total domestic use of electricity.

This necessitates additional data on the allocation of electricity to end-uses, within each subsector. Since

little time series data is available on this, we must resort to extrapolation from the limited available data.

Brockway et al. [12] provide a fairly granular disaggregation of electricity consumption by end-use,

and we develop this by including updated data on domestic, commercial and agricultural electricity

consumption by end-use [33–35]. Detailed information on the allocation method for electrical final

exergy is available within the Supplementary Materials S5.

Food inputs to muscle work are estimated as the total energy content of metabolised food within

the manual labour population over a year. The same approach is applied to draught animals. However,

since both have provided a negligible contribution to useful exergy in the UK since 1960 they are

neglected in what follows.

3.3. Estimating Exergy Efficiencies of End-Uses

Once final exergy has been allocated to end-uses, estimates of useful exergy consumption are

obtained by applying an estimate of exergy efficiency to each end-use. The techniques used for
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estimating exergy efficiencies present one of the greatest sources of uncertainty. Estimates of the

efficiency of the high-temperature industrial heat and mechanical drive categories vary widely between

different studies [6], owing to limited data. Since these constitute a significant portion of final exergy

use, the results of useful exergy analyses are sensitive to the assumptions used.

In the remainder of Section 3.3, we describe the methods by which we and previous authors

have estimated the efficiencies of end-uses. For the mechanical drive and industrial heating (medium-

and high-temperature) end-uses, we use methodological alternatives in order to test the effect of

different approaches to efficiency estimation on the resulting estimates of useful exergy and national

final-to-useful exergy efficiency. We first define a “base” method for each of these end-uses. We then

test alternative methods for each end-use, holding the approach for other end-uses constant on the

base method. Based upon the results of these comparisons, we then identify those aspects of the

methodology to which overall results are most sensitive.

3.3.1. Mechanical Drive

Early studies [16,18,36,37] used a single value for the exergy efficiency of each mechanical drive

end-use, but values used varied from one study to another. Later studies [24,38] first calculated

the theoretical maximum efficiency of a gasoline (“Otto cycle”) engine, ηmax, as a function of the

compression ratio, r:

ηmax = 1 −

(

1

r

)0.4

. (4)

They then estimated the efficiency of a real engine by applying a series of “loss factors” (αi) to

account for different types of losses (e.g., frictional, part load):

ε = ηmax

6

∏
i=1

αi. (5)

This “loss factor” method represents the efficiency of the conversion device only: that is, the

efficiency of the engine and drive train up to the point of contact between wheels and road. Subsequent

losses, through aerodynamic and rolling resistance, are due to the design of the passive system (e.g.,

aerodynamic profile and weight). Applications of the method incorporate changes in the average

compression ratio over time, but hold the loss factors fixed at levels that applied several decades

ago [39]. Moreover, there are issues in extending this method to other types of mechanical drive end-use

(e.g., diesel road, aviation and marine), for which data is even more limited. For these end-uses, exergy

efficiencies are usually taken from estimates in previous studies, e.g., references [40,41].

The second method of estimating vehicle exergy efficiency uses data on the relevant energy

service efficiency as a proxy for exergy efficiency. For example, in the case of private cars, a relevant

measure of energy service efficiency is vehicle kilometres per litre of fuel. Measures of energy service

efficiency incorporate both the conversion device efficiency (e.g., of the engine and drive train) and

characteristics of the passive system (e.g., vehicle weight and aerodynamics). Ayres et al. [40] use an

empirical study of US passenger vehicles [40] to derive a relationship between exergy efficiency, ε, and

service efficiency, x (measured in miles per US gallon), of ε = 0.52 × x for gasoline vehicles. Using US

data on drive train conversion efficiency and service efficiency [42], Brockway et al. [12] develop this

relationship using a best-fit linear exponential function. Using this “proxy method”, one can estimate

the exergy efficiency of a mechanical drive end-use given data on its service efficiency, which is more

readily available. Estimates can then be made country-specific, accounting for the varying efficiencies

of different nations” vehicle fleets. The same authors extend this approach to diesel vehicles, aviation,

diesel rail and electric rail. In the absence of sufficient service efficiency data, they applied the exergy

efficiency of diesel trains to diesel shipping, and for industrial static motors they used the same exergy

efficiency values as in Ayres and Warr [41] (25%–30% over 1960–2010).
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We use two sets of methods to estimate the efficiencies of mechanical drive end-uses. The petrol

and diesel road end-uses account for the majority of mechanical drive final exergy (89% in

2012—Figure 4), and the efficiency of these end-uses in each set corresponds to one of the approaches

outlined above, i.e., the “proxy” method for the base method and the “loss factors” approach for the

alternative method (Table 2). Other categories whose efficiencies cannot be estimated with the loss

factors/proxy method follow the assumptions of Brockway et al. [12] and Serrenho et al. [24] for the

base method set and alternative method set, respectively, as detailed in Table 2.

 

Figure 4. Final exergy allocated to mechanical drive end-uses. 
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Figure 4. Final exergy allocated to mechanical drive end-uses.

Table 2. Mechanical drive efficiency assumptions.

End-Use Base Method Set 1 Alternative Method Set

Petrol road vehicles Proxy: ε = 35 × (1 − e−0.025x) Loss factor method

Diesel road vehicles Proxy: ε = 43.75 × (1 − e−0.025x)
125% of petrol road vehicles under

alternative method.

Aviation (domestic) Proxy: ε = 50 × (1 − e−2.25x)
14%–30% linearly over period,

adapted from [41]

Diesel shipping (domestic) Equal to diesel trains
32%–40% linearly over period,

adapted from [41]

Diesel trains Proxy: ε = 50 × (1 − e−0.065x)
24%–35% linearly over period,

adapted from [38]

Steam locomotives 17% of diesel trains
6.4%–6.6% 1960-1968, constant

thereafter (from literature)

Industry static motors
(diesel engines)

Linear 25%–30% over period [40] Equal to diesel shipping

1 Service efficiency, x, measured in miles per gallon.

3.3.2. Heat

The exergy efficiency, ε, of a heating process is related to its corresponding first-law efficiency, η,

via a “Carnot factor”,

ε = η

(

1 −
Tc

Th

)

, (6)
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where Tc is the temperature of the cold “waste” reservoir and Th that of the desired process (both

measured in Kelvin). Serrenho et al. [24] use this “Carnot method” to estimate the exergy efficiency

of all heating end-uses, whilst Brockway et al. [12], Ayres et al. [40] and Ayres and Warr [41] use it

only for low-temperature processes (space and water heating). Each variable on the right-hand side of

Equation (6) gives rise to a separate source of uncertainty; these affect the uncertainty in ε differently

for different end-uses. For example, for space heating, Th and Tc—indoor and outdoor temperatures,

respectively—can be estimated with some degree of confidence, given that accurate time series data for

both of these variables are available (e.g., time series of average domestic temperature [43]). Hence, the

estimated time series of η is likely to be the primary source of uncertainty in this instance. We return to

this point in Section 4.2.

Within industry heating is used in a wide range of applications and at many different temperatures,

and very little data exists on either the temperatures of these applications or of their first-law efficiencies.

To address this, Ayres et al. [40] employ an alternative method of estimating the exergy efficiency of

industrial heating which utilises the ratio of the theoretical minimum exergy needed to manufacture

a material to the actual exergy consumed in doing so, as defined in Equation (3). There is no clear

definition of the theoretical minimum exergy to produce a material: Ayres et al. [40] use the exergy

embodied within rolled steel products, whilst Brockway et al. [12,25] use the theoretical minimum

energy required to reduce iron ore or melt scrap steel calculated by Freuhan et al. [44]. These minimum

requirements are 8.6 Gigajoules per tonne (GJ/t) of steel produced in a Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF),

and 1.3 GJ/t produced in an Electric Arc Furnace (EAF). Warr et al. [19] take the same approach but also

include some additional exergy for heating iron in a BOF process (10.9 GJ/t in total). Exergy efficiencies

are estimated by dividing by these theoretical minima by final exergy consumed per unit of production,

using data on the produced mass and energy consumption. Ayres et al. [40] and Warr et al. [19] use

steel production as a proxy for the exergy efficiency of all high-temperature industrial use of heat in the

US; Brockway et al. [12] use a weighted average of steel and ammonia production in their UK estimate.

We use two methodological alternatives for estimating the efficiency of high- and

medium-temperature industrial heat end-uses. For high-temperature industrial heat (HTH), the

base method uses the “minimum theoretical exergy/actual exergy” approach, using steel production

as a proxy for all HTH applications, with minimum exergy values of 8.6 GJ/t for BOF and 1.3 GJ/t

for EAF. The alternative approach uses the “Carnot” method, and within this method we vary the

process temperature to reflect the uncertainty in industrial heating temperatures over a large number

of processes. We refer to these alternative methods as the “cold Carnot method” and “hot Carnot

method”, representing process temperatures of 500 ◦C and 600 ◦C, respectively. These temperatures

reflect those used for this category by previous authors [12,20,24,25,45]. Time series for η is the same

as is used by Brockway et al. [12] and Serrenho et al. [24], which is adapted from Fouquet [46].

Medium-temperature industrial heat (MTH) represents drying and evaporation processes driven

by steam, in which temperatures range from 100 to 400 ◦C [32]. For this end-use, the base method

follows the assumptions made by Brockway et al. [12], whereby the efficiency of this end-use is

a function of the HTH efficiency and a ratio of Carnot factors (Table 3, column 2). This provides

methodological consistency between the two industrial heating end-uses, and accounts for the fact that

thermodynamically, high-temperature processes are inherently more efficient than those of a lower

temperature. The two alternative methods for the MTH end-use are analogous to the cold Carnot and

hot Carnot methods for HTH, using 150 ◦C and 200 ◦C as process temperatures, respectively, again to

reflect the choices of previous authors.
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Table 3. Assumptions used under base and alternative methods for industrial heat.

End-Use Base Method
“Cold Carnot”

Alternative Method
“Hot Carnot”

Alternative Method

High-temperature industrial
heat (HTH)

“Ratio” method: Theoretical
minimum exergy divided by
actual exergy used in steel
and ammonia industries.

Carnot method
Equation (6), with

Th = 500 ◦C

Carnot method
Equation (6), with

Th = 600 ◦C

Medium-temperature
industrial heat (MTH)

Function of HTH efficiency,
εHTH, and ratio of Carnot

factors for high- and
mid-temperature:

εHTH ·

1 − TC
TM

1 − TC
TH

With Tc = 20 ◦C, Tm = 200
◦C, Th = 600 ◦C.

Carnot method
Equation (6), with

Th = 150 ◦C

Carnot method
Equation (6), with

Th = 200 ◦C

3.3.3. Electricity End-Uses and Renewable Electricity Scenarios

For electrical end-uses in which heat is not a useful output, first-law and exergy efficiencies are

equivalent; when useful heat is an output, Equation (6) applies. However, there are difficulties in

estimating the efficiency of many electricity end-uses, due to either challenges in defining a first-law

efficiency (for example, in computing or consumer electronics), or a lack of efficiency data which is

expressed in energy terms. Refrigerator efficiency, for example, is generally expressed with reference

to power consumption per unit volume, rather than in useful cooling terms. A full list of electricity

end-use efficiency data and sources is available in Supplementary Materials S4.

Renewables have to date provided a relatively modest (although growing) share of UK electricity

generation—12% in 2012, or 2.6% of final exergy inputs. Hence, the different methods of accounting for

primary energy make little difference to historical estimates of useful exergy, but are likely to become

more important in the future. To test the sensitivity of our estimates to this variable, we introduce three

“high renewables” scenarios to our analysis, in which a significantly larger proportion of historical

electricity production was generated using renewables. Figure 5b illustrates the relative contribution of

each technology to electricity production in the high-renewables scenarios, compared to the profile of

actual historical production in Figure 5a. In all three scenarios, the total quantity of electricity produced

over the period 1960–2012 is kept at historical values, but the proportion of all renewables in electricity

final exergy inputs rises linearly from 2.3% in 1960 to 50% in 2012, with this growth being offset by

a proportionately lesser amount of fossil fuel inputs to electricity (nuclear electricity is unchanged).

The relative weight of each renewable technology within the total renewable share of final exergy is set

equal to historical values. For each of the three scenarios, the primary exergy content of renewable

electricity is then estimated using one of the three accounting methods.

ε

ε 	 ∙ − 		 −	 	
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Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. (a) Historical share of UK electricity inputs; (b) Inputs used in high renewable scenarios.

4. Results: Useful Exergy Consumption in the UK, 1960–2012

Final-to-useful exergy efficiencies for each end-use, using each methodological approach, are

presented in Supplementary Materials S6. Useful exergy results are available in full in Supplementary

Materials S7.

4.1. Mechanical Drive Efficiency

Estimates of exergy efficiency for the petrol and diesel road end-uses using each method are

shown in Figure 6a,b, respectively. Estimates of end-use exergy efficiency vary more over time

when using the base method (“mpg proxy”) than when using the alternative method (“loss factors”).

This is particularly the case for diesel road vehicles; using the base method there is a sharp increase

witnessed in exergy efficiency from 1986 onwards. These results are aggregated for all diesel road

vehicles because of difficulties in separating UK data on automobile mileage between petrol and

diesel cars—we have approximated this split based upon energy use. Thus the rapid growth in diesel

efficiency in Figure 6b is explained by the aggregation of diesel automobiles, vans, and heavy goods

vehicles: Diesel automobiles entered the market at scale only from the late 1980s, thus their higher fuel

economies relative to goods vehicles lifted the aggregate end-use service (and thus exergy) efficiency

of this end-use. The “loss factors” alternative method, which also does not disaggregate diesel vehicles,

fails to capture these market dynamics.

(a) (b) 

Figure 6. End-use exergy efficiency using base and alternative methods for (a) petrol road vehicles 
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Figure 6. End-use exergy efficiency using base and alternative methods for (a) petrol road vehicles and

(b) diesel road vehicles.
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The combined effect of the mechanical drive assumptions is illustrated in Figure 7a,b. In 2012, the

useful exergy consumption for mechanical drives is estimated to be 49% larger using the base methods

than under the alternative methods, leading to a difference of 2 percentage points in the estimated

final-to-useful exergy efficiency of the UK.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Results using base and alternative methods for mechanical drive efficiency estimation:  
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Figure 7. Results using base and alternative methods for mechanical drive efficiency estimation:

(a) National final-to-useful exergy efficiency; (b) Total mechanical drive useful exergy consumption.

To assess the contribution of each mechanical drive end-use to the difference in total useful

exergy between methods, we subtract the consumption of each end-use using the base methods from

its consumption when using the alternative methods, and then divide this difference by the total

mechanical drive useful exergy estimated using the base methods. The results, shown in Figure 8,

indicate the relative contributions of each category to the overall difference in total useful exergy.

This demonstrates that the differences in the petrol vehicle efficiency estimates are initially obscured

by opposing differences in the efficiency estimates of the other end-uses. But after 1991, the difference

in the diesel efficiency estimates act in the same direction as those for petrol vehicles. Overall,

the difference in petrol vehicle efficiency estimates is the most significant source of uncertainty, with

the disparity in diesel efficiency estimates becoming more consequential after 1991, when diesel

automobiles became more commonplace.
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4.2. Industrial Heat Exergy Efficiency

HTH and MTH end-uses account for a significant, though declining proportion of UK final exergy

(29% in 1960 to 13% in 2012). For HTH, we observe (Figure 9b) a decrease in useful exergy across the

period using either method, due both to increasing second-law efficiency (Figure 9a) and the declining

importance of heavy industry in the UK economy. Exergy efficiency is significantly lower when using

the HTH base method than when using either the cold Carnot or hot Carnot methods; results are

less sensitive to the process temperature used in the Carnot approach than to the choice between the

“theoretical minimum/actual exergy” or “Carnot” methods.

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. High-temperature industrial heat (a) end-use exergy efficiency and (b) useful exergy. 
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Figure 9. High-temperature industrial heat (a) end-use exergy efficiency and (b) useful exergy.

For the MTH end-use, results are sensitive both to the choice of method and the process

temperature under the Carnot method. This is illustrated by the greater variability in results indicated

in Figure 10a,b. The efficiency (and thus useful exergy) when using the “hot” Carnot method ranges

from 1.8 to 2.2 times higher than when using the base method throughout the period, whilst between

the cold Carnot and base methods, this factor is between 1.00 and 1.78.

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Medium-temperature industrial heat (a) end-use exergy efficiency and (b) useful exergy. 
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Figure 10. Medium-temperature industrial heat (a) end-use exergy efficiency and (b) useful exergy.

Given the large share of industrial process heat in total final exergy, as well as the relatively high

efficiency of those end-uses, the assumptions for exergy efficiencies have a significant effect upon

the estimates of national final-to-useful exergy efficiency (Figure 11). At the beginning of the period,

results are most sensitive to the assumptions for HTH efficiencies, whilst in more recent years the

assumptions for MTH become equally relevant, reflecting the changing structure of UK industry.
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Figure 11. National final-to-useful exergy efficiency under different high- and medium-temperature
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Figure 11. National final-to-useful exergy efficiency under different high- and medium-temperature

industrial heat end-use methods.

4.3. Primary Exergy Content of Renewable Electricity

Primary exergy and national primary-to-useful efficiency estimates are shown in Figure 12a,b

respectively. The RCM gives the highest estimate of primary exergy and hence the lowest estimate

of national primary-to-useful exergy efficiency; notably, the latter decreases from 2002, whilst under

the PCM and PSM alternative scenarios national efficiency continues to rise. This is due to the

increasing share of electricity inputs from wind and biomass energy, which effectively have lower

primary to secondary efficiencies under the RCM (7% and 33%, respectively). There is also a significant

divergence in results observed between the three scenarios, with national exergy efficiency under the

RCM differing from that of the Physical Content Method by 4.8 percentage points in 2012.

(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Results under high renewables scenarios; national (a) primary-to-useful exergy efficiency 
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Figure 12. Results under high renewables scenarios; national (a) primary-to-useful exergy efficiency

and (b) primary exergy consumption. “Reference” line shows results when not using a high-renewables

scenario (i.e., electricity inputs are calculated using historical shares), with physical content method.

4.4. Combined Effects of Methodological Approaches on Aggregate Useful Exergy

The effects of changing assumptions upon estimates of aggregate useful exergy and national-level

exergy efficiency are illustrated in Figures 13–15.

Figure 13 shows national useful exergy consumption when using each alternative approach to

end-use efficiency estimation, as a proportion of “base method useful exergy” (such that the base

methods line is unity throughout the period). It shows that the method by which high-temperature

industrial heat efficiency is estimated has the strongest effect on useful exergy in the early part of

the time period; in 1960, the hot Carnot method estimate is 1.3 times larger than that of the base
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methods. Differences in the method used to estimate the efficiency of medium-temperature industrial

heat and mechanical drive end-uses become significant later in the period as these come to represent

an increasing proportion of final exergy.

 

Figure 13. National useful exergy consumption under alternative end-use efficiency methods, 
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Figure 13. National useful exergy consumption under alternative end-use efficiency methods,

normalised to useful exergy consumption under base methods.

Figure 14 shows the total effect of all methodological alternatives, including the high-renewables

scenarios, upon national primary-to-useful exergy efficiency. The wide divergence of the PCM

and RCM renewables lines at the end of the period demonstrates that under a scenario in which

renewables comprise a significant portion of electricity generation, the method of accounting for the

primary exergy of this electricity becomes more dominant than the methods of estimating any of the

end-use efficiencies.

 

Figure 14. National primary-to-useful exergy efficiency estimates using each methodological 
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Figure 14. National primary-to-useful exergy efficiency estimates using each methodological approach,

including high-renewables scenarios. Primary exergy for end-use efficiency methods is calculated

using the physical content method, and useful exergy for the high-renewables scenarios is calculated

using the base end-use efficiency methods (RCM = Resource Content Method, PCM = Physical Content

Method, PSM = Partial Substitution Method).
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Figure 15 depicts the highest and lowest possible estimates of useful exergy consumption, when

using a combination of different methods of estimating end-use efficiencies (i.e., not necessarily holding

any end-use efficiencies constant on the base method). We note that the difference between these

measures is relatively constant over the entire period.
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Figure 15. Range of estimates of national useful exergy consumption, when using a combination of all

methods of estimating end-use efficiencies.

5. Discussion

By focusing on the capacity of energy to perform physical work at the useful stage of the energy

conversion chain, useful exergy may potentially offer valuable insights into the economic role of energy.

This could be explored through econometric analysis of the relationships between useful exergy and

economic indicators (e.g., value added or GDP), using techniques that are widely applied to data

on primary and final energy consumption—such as Granger causality tests. In order to undertake

such analysis rigorously, however, the methodology for estimating useful exergy must be applied

consistently. This has not been the case to date.

Constructing useful exergy accounts using country-specific data for a range of economies could

provide a richer set of insights into exergy-economy relationships. Most studies to date have focused

upon a small number of developed countries such as the UK, US and Portugal [12,20,21]. One of the

few exceptions to this is Serrenho et al. [24], who investigate the EU-15, but the authors resort to using

data on either the UK or Portugal to estimate exergy efficiencies for the whole EU. We suggest that the

adaptability of a particular methodology to a diverse range of economies is an important criterion for

its use in future studies.

There is a relatively constant trend in the range between the minimum and maximum estimates of

both national exergy efficiency and total useful exergy consumption shown in Figure 15. This suggests

that on aggregate, the national exergy accounting methodology is fairly robust to the assumptions of

the methodology tested in this paper. Whilst some of these assumptions can affect model results such

as end-use useful exergy consumption, when taking into account all of the methodological differences

the level of variation in results does not significantly change the overall picture of exergy consumption.

We have shown that one of the most significant aspects of the methodology on aggregate levels of

useful exergy is the method by which the efficiency of high-temperature industrial heat is estimated.

The base method approach (the ratio of theoretical minimum exergy to actual exergy used in selected

industries) benefits from well-documented data on iron, steel and ammonia production and energy

use. Thus the principle question in using this method is the extent to which these industries are
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representative of all high-temperature industrial heat processes. The Carnot method provides a higher

estimate of exergy efficiency, and is less sensitive to the process temperatures assumed under the

cold and hot Carnot methods. Hence the majority of uncertainty under this method may arise from

first-law efficiency values. Given the wide range of heat processes employed across different industries

and different countries, as well as the lack of data collected on first-law efficiency of these processes,

we argue that the ratio of minimum exergy to actual exergy used in selected industries may be more

a more suitable measure of exergy efficiency, at least until more disaggregated data on the process

temperature and first-law efficiency of industrial processes becomes available. We also suggest that

where data availability permits, a broader selection of industries is included under this approach,

particularly non-metallic minerals (such as cement and clinker production) and non-ferrous metals

(such as aluminium), for both of which heat demand consists largely of high-temperature heat.

The base method of estimating the efficiency of medium-temperature industrial heat (the product

of HTH exergy efficiency and a ratio of Carnot factors for medium and high industrial temperatures)

is problematic, given that it results in an efficiency which is lower than that of the water heating

end-use (see Supplementary Materials S6)—a result that is thermodynamically inaccurate since higher

temperature processes should be more efficient. With this in mind, we suggest that the Carnot method is

more appropriate for the MTH category, using a process temperature of 150◦C. This seems a reasonable

first approximation of low temperature industrial processes, much of which is steam-driven [40,47].

There is a general consensus in previous studies on using the Carnot method to estimate the

efficiency of space and water heating processes, partly because there is considerably less ambiguity

concerning the process and reference temperatures used in these processes. Uncertainty in the first-law

efficiency of these processes is therefore the dominant factor in the efficiencies of these end-uses. Data

on first-law efficiency must encapsulate the dynamics of a number of different heating technologies,

including solid biomass, oil furnaces, and condensing gas boilers, as well as the efficiency of each.

Fouquet [48] provides valuable estimates of first-law efficiency for the UK, though further work is

required to collect this data for other countries.

Our analysis of the mechanical drive category has focused upon the end-uses which account

for the most final exergy, such as petrol and diesel road vehicles. Previous work has attempted to

incorporate devices at an early stage of development such as biofuel or natural gas vehicles [12,20],

though we suggest that until a) these end-uses account for more final exergy, and b) more data on

efficiency is available for these vehicles, then these should be neglected. A potential exception to this is

plug-in hybrid and battery-electric vehicles, which may diffuse more rapidly given policy support.

Following this suggestion, we consider the method of estimating the efficiency of petrol and diesel road

vehicles. The method of using service efficiency as a proxy for exergy efficiency incorporates elements

of the passive system design as opposed to the loss factors method which does not. It has been argued

previously [6] that exergy efficiency estimates should be limited to the boundary between conversion

device and passive system (i.e., should consider only the drive train), and that a separate layer of

analysis should be applied to incorporate the way in which the passive design affects the delivery of

an energy service. However, by incorporating service efficiency into the efficiency estimation, a more

accurate measure of the utility provided by the energy service is obtained which partly fulfils the

role of this additional layer of analysis. Although this does raise an issue of consistency with other

mechanical drive end-uses such as industrial static motors, we suggest that the proxy method of

measuring road vehicle efficiency is the most robust approach available. This can also incorporate

national data on vehicle mileage and energy use more readily, supporting cross-country analysis.

We have demonstrated that in countries in which renewables comprise a significant portion of

final electricity production, the method of accounting for primary exergy can have a significant effect

upon aggregate primary exergy and hence national primary-to-useful exergy efficiency. The partial

substitution method is beneficial in resource accounting, reflecting the amount of fossil fuel generation

offset by renewables, but is of little use when analysing the economic value of energy. If the primary

exergy of the renewable resource is counted (resource content method), primary to secondary efficiency
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is particularly low for technologies such as solar PV and wind, which can result in an overall decline

in national efficiency when these are deployed at scale. This perception of high exergy dissipation

is arguably only of minor concern when considering such technologies, given that the resource

is renewable. This issue fundamentally relates to the point along the energy conversion chain at

which the boundary of primary exergy is situated. For example, the energy content of fossil fuels

is the embodiment of thousands of years of accumulated solar energy, converted with very low

efficiency [49]—the argument could be made to incorporate this into estimates of primary to secondary

efficiency. The physical content method (equating the energy content of electricity with primary

exergy) largely avoids this issue, though it precludes the ability to incorporate improvements in the

efficiency of renewable conversion devices (e.g., improvements in PV panels). In many analyses of

useful exergy-economic growth relationships, primary exergy may only be of secondary interest. If the

hypothesis is made that useful exergy is an important factor in economic growth, then estimates

of primary exergy would only be required in order to compare the strength of its relationship with

economic growth relative to that of useful exergy. Further studies could neglect primary exergy entirely.

We suggest that if primary exergy is a necessary indicator in economic analysis, then the physical

content method is the preferable method when considering renewables.

6. Conclusions

We constructed a national exergy account for the United Kingdom for the period 1960–2012,

using IEA Balance data on primary and final energy consumption. We allocated this data to a number

of end-uses whilst improving the method for allocating industrial heat, and calculated the exergy

efficiency of each end-use in order to estimate national useful exergy consumption and national exergy

efficiency. To test the sensitivity of model results to different assumptions used to estimate efficiency,

we employed a number of methods for estimating the efficiency of industrial heating and mechanical

drive end-uses. We then compared estimates of useful exergy resulting from these against a constant

base method. The effect of different methodological choices for accounting for the primary exergy

content of renewable electricity was also investigated. Table 4 summarises the importance of different

assumptions for methodological choices and shows suggestions for best practice.

Table 4. Significance of effect of each aspect of methodology tested, and suggestions for

future approaches.

Aspect of Methodology
Influence on

Aggregate Results
Suggested Approach

High-temperature industrial heat
efficiency estimation

High
Ratio of theoretical minimum exergy to actual
exergy used for steel, ammonia, cement and

aluminium production industries.

Medium-temperature industrial
heat efficiency estimation

Medium
“Carnot” method, with process temperature of

150 ◦C.

Mechanical drive
efficiency estimation

High (petrol and diesel road
vehicles), Low (other)

Service efficiency “proxy” method, with diesel
automobile and goods vehicle disaggregation,

where possible.

Primary exergy content of
renewable electricity

Medium–low
Physical content method (equate electricity

energy content with primary exergy)

A number of important implications for future research in exergy economics, as well as energy

economics more broadly, arise from this research. First, the methodological suggestions made could

contribute towards a greater level of consistency across future exergy accounting studies. Given the

relatively small amount of research carried out in this area to date, it is important that successive

studies are able to reproduce results; doing so with a consistent method of accounting for primary, final

and useful exergy will help to strengthen the validity of conclusions. This in turn could allow exergy

economics to provide interesting new insights into the relationship between energy and economic
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growth. The second implication arising from this research is that there remains a need for further

improvement in the certain areas of the methodology. In particular, improved time series data for

a number of parameters, across different countries, would improve the accuracy of future accounts.

Specific areas in which data could be improved includes the service efficiency of diesel road vehicles

and trucks (such that the two can be disaggregated), as well as diesel rail, shipping and aviation;

first-law efficiency data of industrial and domestic heating devices; and exergy efficiency data for

electronic devices. Aside from these areas, we have shown that the overall methodology is fairly robust

to different methods of estimating end-use exergy efficiency.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/9/11/947/s1.
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